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CLIMATE CHANGE (SCOTLAND)

BILL - DEPOSIT AND RETURN

.

During the Committee's discussions of ~ection 58 at! its meeting on 9 June, I agreed to write
outlining the circumstances in which thel Scottish Miriisters would consider exercising the
powers to establish deposit and return ~chemes proposed in that section.
First, I should repeat what my COlieaguJ Richard Lodhhead told the Rural Affairs &
Environment Committee on 4 February.IHe said, "W~ will wish to consider the impact on the
economy and on the business community of any proyisions that we make in the future.
Secondary legislation will not be made ih the immediate few months from now, so we will
have to monitor the economic situation, Ibut I can asSure the committee that we will be
sensitive to the impact of any provisions on the busi~ess community and the economy in
generaL"
I
.
This remains the case. We are clear that now is not the
time to be making substantive
I
regulations on these matters. We need to be sure, for example, that markets for recyclate
have settled down before we are able td make sensible regulations about deposit and return
schemes.
I

In the mean time, as we have previously indicated, we are keen to see what may be
achieved on a voluntary basis. As an example of this, AG Barr recently increased the
amount of the deposit on its glass bottle1sfrom 20p t6 30p, since at the former level the
company was seeing a rate of return of bnly some 70% of bottles. It will be very informative
to discover if the increase in the level of deposit brings the return rates the company wishes
to see.
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More generally, we are very keen to see business engage with the issue of packaging in
particular. While the producer responsibility regime currently set out in the GB-wide Producer
Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 2007 has been very successful at
capturing and recycling "back of shop" packaging, it is clear that it has not had much of an
impact on the materials that get into thel hands of consumers. This must change, since not
only are there large carbon benefits to be had from re-using and recycling this material, but
consumer packaging is also a significan1t cause of litter. It is for this reason that petitions
PE986 and 1145 support the introductibn of deposit and return schemes. As I mentioned at
the meeting, there has been genuine prbgress on this issue, with the introduction of "reverse
vending" machines, to which consumerS may return packaging. The use of such machines
could also be appropriate for used consUmer items, such as low-energy light bulbs. Further
progress in this respect will be a very significant factor in our decision about whether, and
when, to introduce deposit and return schemes.
I

We are aware that there are a number lf issues which must be borne in mind when
establishing deposit and return scheme$. The effect on existing forms of collection is one
that has been raised. Another is the me~h with the producer responsibility regime I have just
mentioned. These are quite apart from the mechanics of the schemes themselves, which
l
require consideration of space available , storage, and transport as well as materials
involved, their identification and depositllevels. We do not underestimate the complexity of
the issues involved. Consequently I am happy to give an assurance that we will work with
the interests involved. As Richard Lochhead said on 4 February, "Our approach will be to set
up a working group that includes busine1sses that have strong feelings about the schemes to
ensure that we have the right schemes, they are delivered to the right timescales and they
are suited to Scottish circumstances."
I hope this provides assurance that any Ischeme will be carefully designed. However, I
should conclude by observing that we must improve our re-use and recycling rates.
Furthermore, the recently revised Wast~ Framework Directive enjoins extended producer
responsibility, and application of the "polluter pays" principle. Merely meeting the targets in
the 2007 Regulations is, quite simply, n6t enough.
I

I am copying this letter to Maureen Watt MSP, Convener, RuralAfairs
Committee.
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